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LONGSlTICH - ARCHIVAL STYLE

Pamela Spitzmueller

Geographic locale - predominately found in archives and records collections,
and manuscripts. Often seen in italy and Spain, but common in other parts
of Europe.

Time - 16th (?) - 19th c.

Characteristics - _... 0- -- -

Simplicity and speed of execution; utilitarian; strong and durable; supple;
friendly handling properties
Adaptable to small books a5 well as l.u-gc sketch books
Few tools and no equipx:nent needed; little or no adhesives used~nk-e-/CAb~ ~f1;J
Covers can be of any limp material- vellum (reused or blank), paper, leather
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Variations -
a. staggered stations and diagonal

cllC:l11~~V~

b. even stations and vertical
change-overs

c. P.VP.'Tl stations And invisible
change-overs

d. ove!- the head ctnd tall, two
needles and two threads

@. twisted pairs of threads
f. lnne~titrhps linked by chains,

two needles and two threads

Historical Features ~

Freehand Style - punching .md sewing simultaneous. Can have a hurrried
or haphazard appearance or be extremely neat.
Plarmed Style -. punching and sewing sequentiaL Will have a very regular
appearance, even placement of sewing holes and length of stitches.
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LONGSTITCH - SLOTIED SPINE

Pamela Spitzmueller

Not a historic technique, but developed at the Library of COJ.1gres:; Cil:; a
rebinding technique adapting principles and structures from the past.

Characteristics -
Strong and durable; utilitarian; friendly handling properties
Precise cutting and prepunching
Adaptable to different size texts
Few tools and no equipment needed; little or no adhesive needed
Covers can be of any limp material; sometimes spine needs reinforc.p.mpnt
because of the cuts

Features -
Pl4IUling of structure necessary for accurate cutting and a neat appearance

Begin sewing inside of stdion
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Variations 
A. full length sewing
B. skip hco.d and tail wrapping
C. change thread color for head and tail wrapping
D. use as the under structure for another covering style
E. change flexibility and look of ~pi-nf!hy adding other elements
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LONGSTITo-I/LlNKSTITCHBINDmG or 1HE~CHANICALTIGHTBACK
Pamela Spit7.rnUellp.r
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Fl1n("tians:
1. Link stitch

a. builds chains
b. creates vertical, curved or diagonal elements
c. attachtB~ tQxtbloc:k to cover -----='

2. Long stitch c# J!!' .....

_ _ a. builds hori.zon~parallel elements '" .. ~ ~

-~. b. attaches textblock to cover • ~ _. "":&
::::-: c. ada as a base £Or secondary &ewing :J; ,:zIf( ...

.... -01-":"1 • ~
~~.~~ a. ~-

Cover / wrapper <tough handmade paper, folder st~ parchment); .~ ;
Spine support piece (paper, plasti~, woud, l~C:lLlu:!c, pdCdu1\~lll);

Textblock (Bexible paper); Thread (heavy, waxed); Needles (large eyes, thin diameter,
crewel cU\d dc\uung)i Drill wilh :;;lnalI bits; Nail set and hammer, Awl, punch (saew
punch or Dremmel tool optional); Double-sided tape or PVA

Planning Guidelines:
1. Fold textblock. Thicker sections are better since the sewing holes m the spine will be
further apart, to avoid tearing into each other. Begin with an even number of sections
until you gain experience WIth calculations.
2 Select wrapper I cover and cut height to .fit textblock. The strip should be long enough
for a fore-edge flap, if desired.
3. Measure the spine width from the stack of sections and cut spine support piece.
Allow for a slight amount of swelling but not much. These are frat, rigid spine books
with little swelling, no rounding or backing and little spine movement. Adhere support
piece to cover, either with PVA or tape (fOr later removal). Fold cover paper along .. _.. ".....
edges of support piece. Support piece may be inside wrapper or dispensed with if cover r- .~

is liea.vy enough to support sewing alone. ~ -::::::
~ ,4. Plan adia~ of se'Wing using straight or curved elements (zi~ags and circles work). .~
~- ..:'J--. Vertical, diagonal, and curved elements will be link stitches and horizontals will be long I F

-........:..... _.' stitches. Keep in mind that each section needs rover attaclunent at the ends and middle ~ ,-_ ~
• to hold it securely to the cover. il ~-1

___ 5. When designing a pattern, allow for the ChangH'lver from one section to the next in
either long or link stitch scheme. Normally the change-over in link stitch is at the end of ~
the section. It uses the spine support sewing hole twice • once for the exit &om one
section to make the link and then for the entry into the next section to be sewn. In books -
with an even number of sections, the numbP.r nf hnl~~ needed at a ~hanefl nvpr ,~ 1./2 ~hp.

number of sections plus one. Change-overs occur at alternate ends of the book. With an
odd number of secticm~, n1I1nl1ratp hynd~ 1 and then dividing by 2.
Visible long stitch change-overs occur at the second to the last sewing hole stations.
Th.."r 11~ mraight or diagonal stitmes to move from one section to the next. In the '---~--iP-------

invisible method, the change-over can be made by skipping the penultimate section,
t!xiting to thE! 6na! station and then entering at the penultimate hole and angling the
needle up to enter the next section.

6. Determine location of sewing stations and number of sewing holes needed.
a. If holes are too dose together, tearing of spine material can O<;~.

Distance between holes is determined by thickness of sections.
To decrease the number of holcG in a given area
1. stagger the holes by making zigzags, curves or diagonals.
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2. share holes
3. t;kip t1u:~ sewifig station and do not punch a hole at all. This

can only be done in limited ways because enoUgh points of
attachment need to be made to hold text to cov~r safely.
b. For link stitch sewing the number of holes at non-ehange-over station equals

the number of sections used. For a arcle It will be '1. bmes the number of sectiQllS minus
2. At change-over points it is 1/2 the number of sections plus 1.

c. For a long stitch binding, the number of holes at a ~ven station equals the
number of sections. Or 1/2 or 1r3 the number of sections if the sections are sharing
sewing support holes.

d. False patterns can be aeated by punching and sewing designs with link
stitches through the spine piece before thep~ sewing is done, like embroidery.
This sewing is ignored in the actual sewing of the textblock.
7. Drawing the pattern on graph paper may help (or confuse if the grid is not the same
scale as the thickness of a section!).

a. Make a sample if uncertain of sewing (sewing card method).
b. Make templates for pIl!-pierdng of spine and sections (as many
.ariations as there are in these~ hole configuration). It helps to label the head

of template as well as which sections they correspond to. Number the sections so they
can be sewn in proper order and right side up in the upper right comer.
8. SewingThread

a. Thicker than normal so the design will appear strong and the exposed threads
won't wear and break.

b. Swelling should be avoided. Flatten thread with folder after the section is
sewn and tightened to dimini'4h the build-llp of F;wp.1HTlg.

c. Waxing ~vents fraying and stiffens thread so it holds the design.
d. T~t tha~ thp npP.dle and tl\r@ad can pass with @u@through a sewing hole the

prescribed number of times. If it won't or is too difficult to pull, change the needle
and I or thread. or4!Il1arge the sewing holes.

e. Punch or drill spine support and cover simultaneously so all the holes will
align.
9. Finish by folding fore-edge flaps, adding buttons to the spine or front cover, and
strings / straps to wrap around buttON. Many Vilri~tiONarc possibk. Secondary
baskenveave sewing can be done over longstitches.

; ... .. ;
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Endpapers
2 sheets which 'Wrap around the entire textblock

Concertina
Thin paper cut to height of textblock

LONG STITCH FOR CONSERVATION STRUcruRE OR SKETCH B()OK
Pampla Sp;t7.mue][er

Textbloclc at least 4: ~OIl8

Procedure:
1. Make vertical fold in sewing support (55), ~nupilper5 (ep), concertina (c) to mrm a nest.
2. Prepierce all new sections using trough and templates. For old books, irregular or alternate
patterns can be used. to accommodate existing sewing hules. Insel"t first 5edion into the ttbove
"nest" .
3. Pierce sewing holes throuJdl first section and nest using a pierdng truugh. N~lSl will fit nicely
into the 90 degree angle of tile trough.Concertina may be prepleated entirely or folded as the
&e"IDg progresses. Pierce the nest just before sewing to keepnoles aligned.

~guIar:wing.Diagrams: ~ ~~u:; alternates: use holes in ss twice (for thin === ~

section books)

g:~';::15] --==7t:C-2?"::-~ :3 stagger §....~........IE---...;E;.---~~.....c3
4. Thread needle and start at penultimate station inside the first section (as in archival long
stitch). Continue sewing until section complete. Ome pages and bone swe~.
5. Pleat concertina using jig Oayers of board made up in thickness to twice the dimension of the
d~!'edpleat size). Insert 2nd section in nest, move to sewin~ trou~h and piece section and
nest simultaneously. Sew to end of book, pleating the concertina as you finish each section.
6. Fold .ndpapers and sewing support along spine edge and the end of text. Trim as
necessary.
7. Fold a p;lpttr wrapper to fit text height and width (a limp leather case could also be made).
Using sewing support as a hinge, miter to and bottom. Glue approximately 3/8" away from
spine edg~ and adhPl'P. tp.xthlnr.k into paper wrapper or case.
8. Tip with PVA the fore-edge of the outer endpaper to the cover. The outer endpaper may
havQ an optional fold at the £or~gp. for thi,:; final adhesive tip.

. .. ,. :.1 ....... ~

Sewing Support . 'If' .' ..

laminated tyvek, height of textblock x thickness of textblock plus 2"

Paper Cover
tuugh ilUd sturdy, folds well "-

L:- -'f7
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